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neLA Just in time means that imaged printing plates are 
supplied at the requested time and to the requested loca-
tion, and in the right sequence as dictated by the production 
plan. 

neLA system solutions make processes faster and more ef-
ficient, they improve the quality of the printed product and 
help save costs. Our proven register punching and bending 
systems have become part of a comprehensive system inte-
gration, including plate transport systems, sortation stack-
ers, fully automatic plate elevators and transportation to the 
press. Customer’s individual requirements are always kept in 
mind throughout the realization of a project. 

the vision of an almost unmanned operation becomes real-
ity: neLA has realized the “handshake” between pre-press 
and press.

Pre-press 
automation solutions 
for newspaper printers

Increasing cost pressure and the technical development of printing presses require extended 
automation of pre-press processes. NELA is an established supplier of fully automatic plate 
transport systems and delivers solutions for newspaper and commercial printers worldwide. 

NELA Software
NELANPS Plate Sorting
For automated plate sorting, neLA has developed its own nPs-software which is available in several versions and allows news-
paper printers to find just as much automation as they need. A requirement for automated plate sorting is an imaged barcode 
on all printing plates, allowing the system to identify each plate and transfer it to the correct stacker bin. individual criteria such 
as product, color or position on the press can be used for sorting.

NELANPS Smart
this extension of our neLA nPs-software offers the following additional functions: control of completeness, visualization of the 
stacker content on large screen above the stacker, automatic start of exposure of the next print job as soon as enough empty 
stacker bins are available.

Dynamic sorting – NPSsmart & PlateFlow
Fewer stacking bins and reduced space requirement thanks to dynamic allocation of empty stacker bins: neLA nPssmart in 
combination with neLA PlateFlow retrieves the sorting information for each printing plate directly from your production system, 
e.g. the workflow. then the neLA sorter knows precisely which plate is needed when, where, and for which print job.

NELAPQM+
in spite of advancing digitalization there still are a number of analogue factors that have an influence on the exposure of 
printing plates, such as fluctuations in laser output, changes in focus, the developer chemistry and the sensitivity of the plate 
material. neLA PQm+ is a quality control tool that delivers you standardized information on fluctuations in your plate making 
process. With neLA PQm+, each and every plate is checked fully automatic in the neLA system, the result of the check is shown 
on the monitor. this allows you to detect and rectify such fluctuations prior to start of print.

PageTracking:
the neLA Pagetracking software was developed for fully automatic surveillance of the printing plate production. An imaged 
barcode is required on all plates. 

StatusCenter:
neLA statusCenter controls and visualizes all activities of the entire plate processing line. status changes and error messages 
are immediately displayed on the user interface. system and process data can be viewed and stored. 

PGate:
Pgate makes sure that in multiple line-systems, each individual plate is transferred to the right punch and bend device. For 
example, all four plates of one color set can be conveyed to the same punch/bender. When different punching and bending 
configurations are used, Pgate makes certain that each plate reaches the correct punch/bender. Plates are identified via an 
imaged barcode.

Plate automation with NELA – competence and know-how bundled under one roof

As a company with a high degree of vertical integration, neLA bundles all necessary resources to see a project through from start to finish. From the first con-
sultation to the development of hardware and software and the final assembly, at neLA we have everything under one roof. Our global service team supports 
the customer during installation and all the subsequent years of production. each department relies on a high technical expertise and is perfectly integrated into 
the overall planning, production and service processes.



NELA Just In Time
Handshake between pre-press and press – The concept for more efficient production 

StatusCenter
the NELAStatusCenter centrally moni-
tors all activities of the entire plate process-
ing line. status changes and faults are 
immediately visible on the display of the 
control panel. For the operator, this means 
continous and quick control of all produc-
tion components of the plate production 
lines. disturbances and interruptions in 
production are displayed in plain text on 
the control panel.

Plate Transport Systems
Whether for transporting flat printing plates 
from the CtP-line to register punching and 
bending system, or for transport of punched 
and bent plates to a plate sorter in adjacent 
pressroom: neLA Conveyor systems are tai-
lored to suit your prepress! the plates are 
gently and efficiently transported exactly 
where they are needed next, even over long 
distances and through fire barriers. A trans-
port over several floors or up to your rotation 
is also possible.

Register punching and 
bending system 
Large throughputs and highest precision, 
neLA register punching and bending sys-
tems are tailored to the specific needs of 
newspaper printers and are always designed 
and built according to customer’s individual 
requirements. they can be installed in-line 
with each Ctp-device and are flexible for ex-
tension with further automation options from 
neLA. the alignment of the printing plates in 
the punch/bender is realized by integrated 
cameras. they detect imaged register marks 
on the plates and position them precisely 
 according to the image.

Sortation
neLA offers newspaper printers sorting 
stackers in various levels of integration. 
From simple stacking tray to fully automatic 
sorting station for organization of plates 
for several print jobs - our sorting stackers 
are always adapted to your individual plate 
volumes and size of your print site.
For maximum automation, the plate sorter 
can also be attached directly to the gallery 
of the printing press. 

Visualization
Production data of current jobs can be con-
trolled and monitored on a large-format 
screen. the completeness of particular jobs 
can also be displayed and the operator 
sees at a glance in which trolley which 
printing plates are located.

Barcode
barcodes are needed for several applica-
tions, e.g. plate sorting, page tracking or 
automatic measurement of plate quality 
with NELAPQM+. the required information 
for each application has to be included in 
the barcode, which is exposed on the non-
printing area of the printing plate. neLA will 
provide the barcode reader and install it in 
the appropriate position.

Plate Quality Management
With NELAPQM+ you can check the imag-
ing quality of your printing plates auto-
matically in the bending machines or on 
the conveyor line. A simple and effective 
solution that ensures that deviations in 
image quality are recognized at an early 
stage. this makes NELAPQM+ another 
important component of your plate auto-
mation system.

Plate Lifter
this space-saving lift 
allows for full plate 
sets to be transport-
ed easily and quickly 
to the upper floor of 

the rotation. the pre-sorted plate sets are 
simply taken from the neLA stacking station 
and placed onto the NELAPlateLifter. On 
the upper gallery, the printing plates can be 
stored in special holders, ready for the next 
plate change.

NELA BPA
With neLA bPA, all dummy plates needed 
for printing are automatically placed on 
the neLA conveyor line and transported to 
the register punching and bending system. 
interleaving paper is removed automatical-
ly. After punching and bending the dummy 
plates can be kept in a separate compart-
ment in the sorting stacker.

PlateElevator
if the pre-press de-
partment and the 
printing press are on 
different floors, the 

NELAPlateElevator will transport punched 
and bent plates to the appropriate floor. With 
manual plate transport removed, damage to 
bent and punched plates can be avoided.


